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Abstract

The radiative energy loss encountered by a high energy quark or gluon prop-
agating in a nuclear medium is estimated. Under reasonable assumptions it is
found to be larger by at least an order of magnitude in hot compared to cold
matter.

1 Introduction

Jets are a very important tool to study the dynamics of ultrarelativistic heavy ion
collisions. Consider a central collision between two large nuclei which creates some
dense or hot medium of transverse size L ~ 10 fm. In such a collision, hard partonic
interactions between the high energy nuclei may occur, thus producing outgoing ener-
getic partons in the mid-rapidity region. These partons of energy E have to travel a
distance typically on the order of L in the medium, loosing through induced radiation
some energy AE on the way. At high energies, hadronization takes place outside the
medium, and the cross section for jet production depends on the radiative energy loss
AE.

The hope is that measuring AE gives information on the hot/dense medium com-
pared to measurements in cold nuclear matter. ELFE offers the opportunity to study
jet energy loss in cold matter, an interesting issue in itself. Such measurements are
necessary as a basis for future analysis of jets in heavy-ion collisions, where quantitative
agreement with theoretical predictions might signal the quark gluon plasma (QGP).

The theoretical issue we shall discuss is to predict the form of AE as a function of
E and L, in cold versus hot matter.

- We first present in a heuristic way (section 2) some crucial features of soft gluon
radiation off an energetic quark undergoing multiple scattering in the medium. The
induced energy loss of the quark depends quadratically on the distance L, AE oc L2,
for both hot and cold media.



- Then we summarize theoretical results obtained in [1-3] which allows us to finally
give some contrasted quantitative estimates of AE for hot and cold matter (section 3).

The phenomenological and experimental issue is to extract AE from the analysis of
jet spectra, e.g. by measuring for a given jet the leading hadron p± spectrum, the idea
being that this allows measuring the energy lost by the most energetic parton, getting
rid of the contamination of soft emitted gluons.

Our aim here is to give general simple ideas. All technical details of the derivation
may be found in [1-3].

2 LPM effect in QCD and energy loss

In order to calculate in a systematic way the quark induced energy loss, we choose
a simple model for multiple scattering, namely the Gyulassy-Wang model [4] for hot
matter, and the Glauber model [5] for cold nuclear matter. In both cases scattering
centres are static and successive scatterings assumed to be independent.

When squaring the soft gluon radiation amplitude induced by multiple scattering
off a quark of energy E in order to obtain the gluon energy spectrum, one encounters
crucial interference terms between emission amplitudes induced by distant scattering
static centres, numbered i and j , at positions £j and Xj :
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Scattering centres are denoted by crosses, and separated by an average distance A , the
mean free path of the quark (A < I ) . We show in [1,2] that the diagrams involving
"quark rescattering" are suppressed in the large Nc limit, so that "gluon rescattering"
is dominant.

In deriving heuristically the form of the energy spectrum, the crucial quantity is
the phase difference 8<p between the two amplitudes, which reads, in the E —> oo limit,

u2

) ~ u(j-i)\— , (2.1)

where t,- is the interaction time associated with centre i and u is the gluon angle
with respect to the quark direction, assumed to be small. It is also legitimate to
assume that the radiated gluon undergoes a nearly random walk, thus u behaves as



u2 ~ (j — z')(/i/o?)2, where fi is the typical transverse momentum transfer in a single
scattering. We arrive at :
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When the separation (large compared to 1) between centres is still small compared
to the coherence number ncoh, 8<p < 1, i.e. amplitudes, or centres, are coherent. A
group of ncoh centres acts effectively as one radiator. The radiation spectrum is thus
the Bethe-Heitler spectrum (induced by a single radiator, proportional to as) times
the number of radiators :

du ncoh\ duJBH dudz v Aw

This behaviour generalizes the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect [6,7], known in
QED, to QCD. The region of validity of (2.3) is defined by

£2 2
1 < ncoh < L/X <£> uBH ~ Xfx2 < u < ujfact — . (2.4)

We work in the limit E ^> w/ac<, so that we consider the case of a finite length L <C

f~\W
Lcr = J——. The quark energy loss is obtained by integrating (2.3) up to u> = ujfact,

V V-
AE~as^-L2 = as(pl(L))L, (2.5)

defining the quantity {p\{L)) = JJ,2L/X which is the mean transverse momentum
squared after L/X collisions.

3 Theoretical results and estimates of the energy
loss

The crucial quantity is the probability density V(Q2), f d2QV(Q2) = 1, for the en-
ergetic parton to undergo a single scattering with momentum transfer Q = qj_/fx ex-
pressed in units of the typical momentum transfer. For hot matter (QGP), fi is the
Debye mass in the medium and

is simply obtained from the normalized Coulomb scattering cross section, whereas for
cold matter, V(Q2) is related to the differential quark-nucleon scattering cross section :



For cold matter, V(Q2) oc l/Q4 at large Q, so that in both cases the mean (dimen-
sionless) transverse momentum squared is not defined, and the random walk picture
used in the heuristic discussion is not correct. In [2,3], we show how to derive the
results for AE generalizing (2.5) and in [3] the characteristic transverse momentum
squared after L/X collisions p\w is defined and calculated. We find

and

Aw = S j v (£) , (3.7b)

where1 v(X/L) ~ fo/Xd2Q V(Q2)Q2. Comparing (3.7a) and (3.7b) we find that AE
may be formally obtained, up to constant factors, by replacing in (2.5) (p\(L)), well-
defined in the case of rapidly decreasing V(Q2) at large Q2, by p\w :

^ . (3.7c)

We note the striking relationship between the two quantities AE and p\w, independent
of the nature of the scattering medium and of the incident radiating parton. Equation
(3.7c) makes more precise the bound AE/L < p2

±w/2 suggested by Brodsky and Hoyer
[8] on the basis of the uncertainty principle.

We may relate AE to the gluon distribution [3]. Using

"2 , 2 - da -2 4ir2asCF _,. L 2N . .

*qW>" ='-Nrrxa(x'J<l)' (3'8)

where p is the nucleon density, we get from (3.7a)

AE = CT—a2
s p L2 x G(x, jp2) (3.9)

with C = 1 (C = 9/4) for a radiating quark (gluon). In order to understand the large
scale in (3.8), we note the following. As explained in [2,3], the gluon energy spectrum
originates from a region where the gluon impact parameter B (expressed in units of
the typical distance scale fx'1) is small and approximately constant, B2 ~ n~^h <C 1. In
the transverse momentum space, the final momentum of the produced gluon satisfies
Q2

0t ~ 1/J92 ~ ncoh 3> 1. It turns out that the typical gluon energy is on the order

JThe origin of the enhancement factor v(\/L) is quite intuitive. In the simpler case of hot matter
where v(X/L) ~ £n(L/\), the singularity of the Coulomb potential at small distances corresponds
to a long tail in the transverse momentum distribution. This enriches the contribution from "large
jumps" q±_ >̂ n. Coherence between emission amplitudes is more difficult to maintain which effectively
reduces the coherence length (i.e. the size of an effective radiator), leading to an enhancement of the
energy spectrum (see (2.3)) and thus of the energy loss.



of the maximal gluon energy and thus corresponds to the largest coherence length

^ncoh)max = L. Thus, effectively, ncoh ~ L/X, which sets the hard scale q2
0t ~ —JJ,2'".

A
This scale fixes both the argument of the gluon distribution in (3.8), and also of as

in each single scattering. For L ^> A, the perturbative approach using the one-gluon
exchange approximation is thus justified.

Finally, we give rough estimates of AE and p\w for L = 10 fm.
(i) For a QGP of temperature T = 250 MeV with as ~ 1/3, high temperature

perturbative QCD formulae yield [2] /j,2jX ~ 1 GeV/fm2, A ~ 1 fm. Since v(\/L) ~
£n(L/X) ~ 2.3, we get

AEhot ~ 30 GeV and p\Whot ~ 4 GeV2. (3.10)

Remember that AE is estimated for very high quark energies E 3> ujact-, where AE
becomes independent of E.

(ii) For cold matter, we take as ~ 1/2 and use (3.9) with p = 0.15 fm~3 and
x G(x) ~ 1 (x G(x) is roughly constant in the relevant small x region).

AEcold ~ 2 GeV and p2
XWcoM ~ 0.2 GeV2. (3.11)
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